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Jonathan had his eye on a career in real estate 
since his early twenties but was unsure of mak-
ing the leap into commission-based work at first. 
After a period of exploring other careers, work-
ing in mortgage brokering and heavy-equipment 
finance.  Jonathan made his start in real estate 
with the support of his partner and the help of 
a friend who was a top producer at Exit Realty 
Advantage.

Today, Jonathan is rounding out his first year 
as an agent with Exit Realty Advantage in 
Fredericton, New Brunswick. “It’s going 
far better than I would’ve thought for my 
first year!” says Jonathan. “It’s really 
exciting when I find the right house and 
see that my buyers love it, and when I 
can bring my sellers a great offer.”

Jonathan has already generated a solid 
base of referral clients through network-
ing with realtors in other areas and by 
impressing several clients early on when 
he stepped in to rescue sales that were at 
risk of not coming together.   

Jonathan credits his extensive education in 
counseling and the mentoring he did in his 
undergrad, with enabling him to support his 
clients through their transaction. “Part of 
it is an understanding of their feelings and 
how intense it can be to buy or sell a house,” 
Jonathan says of how his background informs 
his effort to make each client feel that their con-
cerns are heard and put them at ease. “A lot of 
my first-time homebuyers come back and say,  
‘I thought buying or selling a house would be 
stressful, and you actually made it fun.’”
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Along with his education in counseling, having 
worked in mortgage and renovation gives 
Jonathan a trove of knowledge he brings to 
serving his clients. But what sets him apart, is 
his commitment to integrity and honesty in his 
business. “My intention is to make the process 
go smoothly for my buyers and sellers, and to 
be honest, caring, and genuine with them.”

Jonathan keeps in touch with all his past 
clients, and many have become friends.

When it comes to marketing, Jonathan’s prop-
erties generate interest before they even post to 
MLS. Working with over eighty other realtors 
at his office, Jonathan takes advantage of lead 
time to spread the word on upcoming listings, 
connecting buyers’ agents through word-of-
mouth to sell his properties quickly. Virtual 
tours, Facebook ads, and listings posted to 
sites syndicated through Realtor.ca also factor 
into every listings marketing campaign. 

As a realtor who gives back, Jonathan contrib-
utes a percentage of each sale to the Canadian 
Cancer Society. He still mentors through 
connections made through his church and 
his university studies, working with youths, 
teaching home and life skills like cooking. 

When he’s not working, Jonathan loves to 
travel and work with his hands on building 
projects, and enjoys hanging out with friends 
to take a break from work and recharge. 

Looking to the future, Jonathan hopes to 
increase his volume and continue generating 
new business to build a solid infrastructure 
that could one day develop into managing a 
team. “When it comes to choosing a realtor, 
you have to find someone who clicks,” 
Jonathan concludes. “So at the end of the day 
you know you’ll feel comfortable through the 
entire process.”

Find out more at www.homeiswhatido.ca.  
Connect with Jonathan via phone at 506-444-1767  

and via email at jon@exitadvantage.ca
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